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Wine L is t
Welcome to The Orange Tree. Throughout my life I have come across some beautiful people and beautiful wines. Some of 
these wines that I have remembered and enjoyed, I now want to share with you. I hope you enjoy them as much as I do.

White Wines
Bin  125ml 175ml 250ml Bottle

1 Terre del Noce Pinot Grigio delle Dolomiti    Trentino-Alto Adige, Italy (Ve) £5.95 £7.20 £9.95 £29
 Elegant, dry Pinot Grigio with apple and banana fruit aromas, floral lift in the mouth, 
 and a clean, crisp finish.

2 Codici Masserie Fiano    Puglia, Italy (Ve) £5.95 £7.20 £9.95 £29
 This characterful grape from southern Italy gives a rich, peachy style balanced by a 
 lively citrus crispness.

3 Sauvignon Domaine La Prade    Languedoc-Roussillon, France  £5.95 £7.20 £9.95 £29
  A crisp Sauvignon Blanc with aromas of green apple, pink grapefruit and elderflower. 
 The palate is dry and refreshing, with a rounded mid- palate and an elegant finish.

Rosé Wines
Bin  125ml 175ml 250ml Bottle

4 Candidato Rosado Tempranillo    Castilla-La Mancha, Spain £5.95 £7.20 £9.95 £29
  With masses of summer berry fruit, this light, easy-drinking dry ros‚ offers a smooth 
 texture and a long, refreshing finish.

5 Saint-Roch Les Vignes Rosé, Les Maîtres Vignerons    Provence, France  £6.95 £8.75 £12.35 £35
 A pale salmon hue with notes of white peaches and lychees on the nose. Fresh and lively 
 on the palate, fairly light in body, with a refreshing dry finish.

Red Wines
Bin  125ml 175ml 250ml Bottle

6 Castel Firmian Merlot, Mezzacorona    Trentino-Alto Adige, Italy (Ve) £5.95 £7.20 £9.95 £29
  Fragrant aromas of ripe red fruit with a full and round structure on the palate and 

flavours of ripe plum and summer fruits.

7 Ducale Salice Salentino Riserva    Puglia, Italy (Ve) £5.95 £7.20 £9.95 £29
  A classic wine from the south of Italy, this Salice Salentino offers deliciously harmonious 

mature fruit, with notes of black cherry, raisins and leather.

8 Finca La Colonia Colección Malbec, Norton    Mendoza, Argentina (Ve) £5.95 £7.20 £9.95 £29

  Deep red colour with violet hues. Aromas of ripe red fruit, cassis and black pepper, 
with more fruit and a touch of spice on the palate. Elegant and smooth with a 

 long finish.
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White Wines
Bin     Bottle

9 Campogrande Orvieto Classico Secco, Santa Cristina    Umbria, Italy    £30
 The nose shows both floral and fruity notes, particularly pineapple and banana, while the 
 palate is medium-bodied, with more fruit and a round, delicate finish.

10 Babylon’s Peak Chenin Blanc, Swartland    Coastal Region, South Africa    £33
 A crisp yet generous Chenin Blanc, with tropical fruit character reined in by citrus and 
 underlying mineral notes.

11 Muscadet Cuvée l’Origine, Domaine de la Foliette    Loire, France (Ve)    £35
  Clear yellow colour with a hint of green. Aromatic, with scents of flowers and white flesh 
 fruits. A supple wine but fresh on the palate.

12 Picpoul de Pinet St Clair, Luvignac    Languedoc-Roussillon, France (Ve)    £36
 Elegant aromas of citrus, pear and white flowers, and a crisp, mineral palate ideally suited 
 to seafood.

13 White Rabbit Riesling    Rhein, Germany    £33
  A multifaceted Riesling, versatile with or without food. Redolent of cut grass and herbs with  

notes of white blossom and tropical fruit. Balanced and beautifully refreshing.

14 Pecorino Vellodoro, Umani Ronchi    Abruzzo, Italy (Ve, O)    £38
  A refreshing, light-to-medium-bodied Pecorino, combining tangy green apple fruit 

flavours with hints of herbs, stones and almonds. The lively acidity lifts the palate, 
giving a finish that’s as clean as a whistle.

15 Pulenta Estate VIII Chardonnay    Mendoza, Argentina    £37
  Ripe tropical fruit flavours are complemented by a fresher, citrussy element, whilst the 

oak gives toasted almond and coconut notes as well as texture and volume.

16 Lugana Catulliano, Pratello    Lombardy, Italy (Ve)    £38
  Open and expressive on the nose, with notes of citrus, apple and herbs. The palate is round 
 and apricotty, yet with a mineral tautness that provides a very elegant finish.

17 Babich Family Reserve Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc    South Island, New Zealand    £41

  This zesty Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc offers the best of what the region has to offer. 
Lashings of tropical passion fruit, guava and mandarin leap from the glass.

18 Gavi di Gavi La Meirana, Broglia    Piedmont, Italy (Ve)    £54
  Great texture and precision, with distinctive greengage and almond notes on the palate.  

Fresh and dry, this is particularly characterful Gavi.

19 Chablis Domaine Ste Claire, JM Brocard    Burgundy, France (Ve, O)    £60
  Fresh nose with light fruity aromas and elegant minerality on the palate; compared to Brocard’s 

regular Chablis, this organic version has an extra degree of vividness and savoury complexity.

White Wines (Half Bottles)
Bin     Half
     Bottle

20 Gavi di Gavi La Meirana, Broglia    Piedmont, Italy    £30

21 Chablis, Domaine Jean-Marc Brocard    Burgundy, France (Ve)    £35
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Private Cellar White Wines
Bin     Bottle

22 Riesling Calcaires Jaunes, Muré    Alsace, France (O)    £47
 A fresh nose with aromas of fruit, particularly citrus. Rich and elegant on the palate, with a 
 streak of lime freshness. Exotic fruit and minerality on the finish.

23 Coopers Creek SV The Pointer Pinot Gris    South Island, New Zealand    £48
 This Pinot Gris stands out for its fulsome spicy pear flavours, really capturing the essence of 
 the variety. The palate is richly textured but never heavy, with finesse balancing the weight.

24 Sancerre La Croix du Roy, Crochet    Loire, France    £51
 Notes of citrus fruits, blossom, peach and pear on the nose. Nice pure entry, fruity and crisp 
 on the palate. Good length and classic mineral flavours.

25 Tenute Altavilla Greco di Tufo, Villa Matilde    Campania, Italy    £49
  The wine offers bold flavours of white peach and apricot, giving way to notes of citrus and an 

appealing mineral streak. The palate is rich and well-structured and the finish leaves a subtle yet 
lingering flavour of sweet almonds.

26 Nozze d’Oro, Tasca    Sicily, Italy (Ve)    £53
  A delightful blend of Inzolia and Sauvignon blanc, originally created as a golden wedding 
 anniversary gift. With apple, peach, melon and honey aromas, and a sleek, well-defined palate,
 this is crisp and refreshing, yet with an underlying power.

27 Between Five Bells White Blend    Victoria, Australia (Ve)    £54
  This beautifully handcrafted wine rich, textural wine is a seamless amalgam of five grape varieties, 
 including Fiano, Pinot Gris and Pinot Noir with pear, citrus and almond flavours riding on a generous,
  layered palate.

28 Chablis 1er Cru Vau de Vey, Brocard 2020    Burgundy, France (Ve, O)    £73
  A wine of clarity and precision, the Vau de Vey shows delicate citrus and floral aromas, as well 

as some smoky mineral touches. Medium-bodied and savoury on the palate, this is complex 
and characterful Chablis.

29 Lucia Chardonnay, Pisoni 2019/20    California, USA (Ve)    £75
  Bright flavors of green apple and lemon zest. There is a richness and power to the wine, in the 

form of ripe pear, apple crisp and vanilla bean notes. Together, creating a wine with exquisite 
balance, purity of fruit and a pillar of bright, focused acidity. From a small sustainably focussed 

 family producer known for delicately crafting characterful wines.

30 Meursault, Bernard Millot 2019    Burgundy, France (Ve)    £95
 Refined, delicate Meursault showing smoky, nutty aromas, and then a powerful, citrussy 
 palate. Bright and invigorating – a great example of the modern Meursault style.

31 Chassagne-Montrachet Blanc, Thomas Morey 2020    Burgundy, France    £110
 The nose shows delicate white flower and apple skin aromas, but more power is revealed on the 
 palate, with flavours of ripe citrus and tarte-tatin, revealing the wrmth of this unique site.

32 Puligny 1er Cru La Truffière, Vincent Morey 2019/20    Burgundy, France    £135
  An incredibly mineral-driven wine with a picture-perfect display of mineral intensity in white 

burgundy dominating the nose and accompanied by, honeysuckle, bosc pear, wild fennel 
and bee pollen. The palate has such a graceful attack, so elegant with perfect balance, 
which is very apparent on the dense limestone finish.
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Red Wines
Bin     Bottle

33 Guenoc California Merlot    California, USA    £34
 Sophisticated aromas of raspberry, cherry and Proven‡al herbs lead to a smooth, medium-
 full palate with notes of chocolate and an appetising dry finish.

34 Pinot Noir Les Parcs, Guy Allion    Loire, France    £37
 Strawberry-fruited and creamy-textured, this is a joyously ripe, juicy Pinot with a good deal 
 of cool-climate finesse.

35 Perdriel Malbec, Norton    Mendoza, Argentina (Ve)    £37
 A ripe, succulent wine offering aromas of violets, spice and tobacco, leading to a round, 
 mouthfilling palate, flavours of berry fruit and a persistent finish.

36 Campofiorin Appassimento, IGT Rosso del Veronese, Masi    Veneto, Italy (Ve, O)   £41
 Attractive, aromatic nose dominated by cherries and spice. Well- balanced, full-bodied palate
  with notes of ripe red fruit, cherry liqueur and blueberries. Long aftertaste with hints of vanilla 
 and cocoa.

37 Mathilda Shiraz, Tournon    Victoria, Australia    £37
 Deep black fruit flavours on the nose follow through onto the palate, where they are supported 
 by elegant and silky tannins. The finish is spicy and savoury, with notes of black pepper and earth.

38 Côtes-du-Rhône, Domaine de Beaurenard    Rhône, France (Ve, O, B)    £39
 Classic upmarket Côtes-du-Rhône, combining juicy red fruit with some of the minerality and 
 spice you find in Châteauneuf.

39 Jorio Montepulciano d’Abruzzo, Umani Ronchi    Abruzzo, Italy (Ve)    £41
 Flavours of ripe plums and red cherries give way to balsamic and savoury notes. The palate 
 is full-bodied, with plush, velvety tannins and the finish is long and intense, with subtle notes of 
 liquorice and spice.

40 Conde Valdemar Rioja Crianza    Rioja, Spain (Ve)    £40
 Complex aromas of ripe black berries balanced with warm vanilla notes and a touch of subtle spice. 
 Excellent, rounded structure on the palate with aromatic complexity lasting through to the finish.

41 Château Montaiguillon, Montagne-Saint-Emilion    Bordeaux, France (Ve)    £44
 An expressive nose of roasted plums, dried herbs and fresh earthy notes leads to a medium-full, 
 currant-infused palate of both breadth and focus.

42 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Domaine du Vieux Lazaret    Rhône, France (Ve)    £69
  A ripe, spicy blend with notes of vanilla and dark berry fruit. Full-bodied but elegant in the mouth, 

with a persistent juicy finish.

Red Wines (Half Bottles) 
Bin     Half
     Bottle

43 Château Montaiguillon, Montagne-St-Emilion    Bordeaux, France (Ve)    £29

44 Pèppoli Chianti Classico, Antinori    Tuscany, Italy    £32
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Private Cellar Red Wines
Bin     Bottle

45 Valpolicella Ripasso    Italy    £42
  From taly’s famed Valpolicella region comes a bold wine full of dark fruit flavours. Passed twice
  through the grape skins to create a darker colour, a richer texture and a complex, smooth taste. 

46 Tormaresca Nèprica Primitivo    Puglia, Italy    £36
  Red fruits, black cherry and notes of liquorice. The palate is well-rounded, with soft, supple 

tannins and a pleasingly fresh finish.

47 Bourgogne Pinot Noir Prestige, Henri de Villamont    Burgundy, France    £42
 Henri de Villamont’s ‘junior’ red burgundy is in fact a rather sophisticated affair, showing real depth 
 of fruit and a fine texture. The balance between berry-floral flavour, structure and oak is spot-on.

48 Château Morillon, Saint-Emilion Grand Cru    Bordeaux, France    £47
 Ripe red fruit aromas sit against a subtly earthy backdrop. The palate is silky and well-
 rounded, with plush tannins and a pleasant herbal note on the finish.

49 Villa Antinori Chianti Classico Riserva    Tuscany, Italy    £53
 This is a rich, modern Chianti that marries beautifully ripe cherry fruit with well-judged 
 smoky oak notes. The opulence on the palate is tempered by savoury notes of clove and a 
 firm structure supporting the plump fruit.

50 Barolo, Prunotto 2018    Piedmont, Italy (Ve)    £75
  Complex nose with notes of rose, strawberry and forest fruits. Delicately floral, perfumed yet persistent 

on the palate, this is Barolo at its best.

51 Les Charmes de Kirwan, Margaux 2017    Bordeaux, France    £73
  Beautifully silky Margaux. Rich and well-balanced with lovely fresh and ripe cassis and cherry fruit 

that rolls over the palate in a powerful wave. Long and succulent finish.

52 Chorey-Lès-Beaune, Tollot-Beaut 2018/19    Burgundy, France    £80
 This delightful Chorey-Lès-Beaune combines very bright, exuberant red fruit with a real underpinning 
 of structure and minerality. Fresh and juicy with a fine length to the finish. 

53 Costasera Amarone Classico, Masi 2016   Veneto, Italy (Ve)    £83
  Bright and intense on the nose with aromas of preserved cherries and dried plums together with 

cinnamon. Good weight from the alcohol and structured on the palate.

54 Rosso di Montalcino, Pian delle Vigne, Antinori 2020    Tuscany, Italy    £62
  This wine shows aromas of ripe red fruit, with floral and spicy notes adding lift and complexity. 

The palate is medium-bodied and succulent, with a persistent juicy freshness.

55 S’arai, Pala 2017/19    Sardinia, Italy (Ve)    £70
  Pala’s flagship wine is deep, complex and exquisitely balanced. The intense ripe fruit combines 

with an almond freshness, while a few years bottle age has brought out savoury elements.

56 Pommard 1er Cru Les Chanlins, Thomas Morey 2018/19    Burgundy, France    £95
 Very juicy on the palate, fresh, silky and creamy with a tight, still very firm tannin and a very straight, 
 very lively acidity, combined with a minerality that gives the Pommard a lot of energy and tension.

57 Ridge Estate Cabernet Sauvignon 2018/19    California, USA    £125
  Aromas of cassis, blueberry, cola, licorice, and sweet oak. Ripe blackberry fruit entry, full bodied, 

rich textures, exotic spice roasted coffee, and toasted oak aftertaste. Complex, long, sensuous finish.

58 Alión, Tempos Vega Sicilia 2018    Castilla y León, Spain    £155
  Complex and intense, revealing an aromatic range of red fruits and toasted wood. Ripe black and red 

fruits reappear on the palate, plus a sweet tannin and a creaminess from the aging process.
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Sparkling Wines
Bin    125ml Bottle

59 Casa Canevel Prosecco Extra Dry    Veneto, Italy (Ve)   £7.50 £36
  Supremely drinkable Prosecco: soft, aromatic and fresh with the perfect balance between crisp 
 apple and floral blossom notes, carried by the gentle, seductive mousse.

60 Ca’ del Console Prosecco Rosé    Veneto, Italy   £7.50 £36
  Ca’ del Console Prosecco Rose is a brilliant sparkling rose that is fresh, harmonious, delicate 
 and persistent.

61 Cottonworth Classic Cuvée    Hampshire, England    £55
 Refined, creamy sparkling wine that offers a brilliant balance between chalky, fruity/floral 
 and yeasty, bready notes. The mousse is extremely fine and the palate dry without being 
 austere. With impressive richness on the finish, this is one of Englands finest.

Champagne
Bin    Half Bottle Bottle

62 Champagne Drappier Carte d’Or Brut    Champagne, France (Ve)   £34 £52
  A Pinot Noir-based champagne of style and finesse, Carte d’Or offers delicate aromas 

of white peach, quince and a touch of spice. The dry, elegant palate shows an impressive 
degree of concentration, along with fine bubbles and a long, crisp finish.

63 Laurent-Perrier Rosé    Champagne, France      £117
  Elegant, with a color ranging from lively raspberry to salmon pink. An open and fresh nose 

with a pallette of red fruit aromas like raspberries, red currants, strawberries and black cherries, 
all characteristic of Pinot Noir. An overaching sensation of tremendous freshness.

64 Krug Grande Cuvée    Champagne, France    £235
  A light golden colour and fine, vivacious bubbles, holding a promise of pleasure. Aromas of 

flowers in bloom, ripe, dried and citrus fruits, as well as marzipan and gingerbread. Flavours 
of hazelnut, nougat, barley sugar, jellied and citrus fruits, almonds, brioche and honey.

65 Dom Pérignon    Champagne, France    £245
  The luminous sweetness of tropical fruit - green mango, melon, pineapple - instantly shines. 

It then cedes to more temperate notes, the tingle of orange zest, the mist of a mandarin orange.

66 Louis Roederer Cristal    Champagne, France    £350
  Classic, chalky and powerful, Cristal 2013 is a great classic in which maturity and freshness 

are harmoniously interwoven ensuring potential for long ageing. A golden hue with soft, 
glowing highlights...
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After Dinner Enjoyment
Bin    50ml Half
     Bottle

67 Morandé Late Harvest Sauvignon Blanc    Aconcagua, Chile   £6 £26
  An outstanding find, this wine combines flavours of honeydew melon and quince alongside 

an elegant floral burst of jasmine and orange blossom. The rich oily texture fills the mouth, 
but a cleansing and bright acidity stops this becoming cloying.

68 Muscat de Frontignan, Château de Stony    Languedoc, France   £6 £25
 This is a perfumed, sweet wine with honeyed aromas and orange marmalade on the palate. 
 A rich lingering finish. Enjoy with a fruit based dessert or a sorbet.

69 Finca Antigua Moscatel Naturalmente Dulce    Castilla-La Mancha, Spain (Ve)   £6 £29
  A stunning mixture of concentration and freshness, tingling with orangey acidity and floral, 
 grapey aromas, then direct, powerful and surprisingly sweet on the palate. A tour de force!

70 La Fleur d’Or, Sauternes    Bordeaux, France (Ve)   £7.50 £35
  An immediately inviting nose, combining apricot fruit, creamy patisserie notes and a certain 

citrus brightness, leads to a sweet yet beautifully balanced palate. Luscious but never cloying.

71 Angelorum Recioto della Valpolicella, Masi    Veneto, Italy (Ve)   £7.50 £49
  A decadent nose of kirsch-soaked cherries leads to a rich, complex palate that is full of fruit, 

relatively sweet, yet balanced by a persistent freshness that cleanses the mouth ready for the 
inevitable next sip.

72 Ferreira LBV Port    Douro, Portugal (Ve)   £6 
 The intense aroma is dominated by very ripe black fruit (blackcurrant, blackberry and 
 prune), along with chocolate, cocoa, floral aromas and a slight hint of spices (pepper). 

73 Ferreira Tawny Port    Douro, Portugal   £6 
 A fresh, delicate aroma, reminiscent of spices and dried fruit, reflecting the oak ageing. 
 In the mouth this is an elegant wine that shows a fine balance between structure and 
 sweetness, providing it with an attractive long finish.


